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About This Content

Grab a fistful of rockets and step into the bright red shoes of the legendary Sam "Serious" Stone as he reloads for an all-new
battle against the nefarious minions of Lord Mental. Hunt down the mysterious ram-god of the Great Obelisk and unlock the

secrets buried beneath the mystical temples dotting the sands of ancient Egypt. Then challenge your nerves with an intense new
survival mode map or take aim in three brand new versus multiplayer maps.

Key Features

3 New Single-Player and Cooperative Campaign Missions!

3 New Versus Multiplayer Maps!

1 New Survival Mode Map!
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An AAA on-rails shooter with an enjoyable story and solid voice acting, gameplay, and graphics. It manages to be engaging in
spite of being on-rails by virtue of all of the above and the fact that the core gameplay is surprisingly refined for what it is.

It's not particularly deep but it is enjoyable and would probably shine at a VRcade with a hydraulic chair/haptic vest. My only
real gripe with it is that there doesn't seem to be a way to change the graphical settings (supersampling would be fantastic).. This
is a small game but so much fun! The graphics are good and there is plenty of adventure; hacking and slashing, puzzles and
choices to keep your attention.. This was a pretty good tycoon game! I really loved it! although they still need to work on some
of the cool things, its pretty good.. U have to try a lot after passing some chapters although it's such a simple game.
That might be okay for trading cards but it will make you cancer.
. I love to stream this game! Playing with friends is extremely halarious and overall an amazing time.

Devs should add an option to mute/adjust just the music and not both the music and sound effects in one setting. Also making it
easier to see all choices submitted for a custom game would be nice. Sometimes I have a friend trolling with crazy answers I'd
like to delete.. Best Christmas I've had in years.
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This game (and Agriculturel Farmer) are the only 2 games that will not run at all, out of more than 100 Steam games I own. My
5 minutes of play time? That's 5 minutes of trying to run the game, to no avail. I've tried all the fixes in the forum, nothing
works. Does not run on my system. Do Not Buy.. the stupid pewdiepie ad was obnoxious enough,
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game didn't need to crash my computer, too.. you get a jet pack at all times that
launches heat seeking rockets.. Best CD32 shoot-em-up I've played, uh, this year? Yeah, sounds about right.. This is crap!
It is by far the worst game i have ever played in my entire life!
i cant stand watching a gameplay of that for more than 1 second! it makes me feel sick.
Some other things that make the game worse are:
-Graphcs (come on in what year did this came out? 1999? because if its released on 2016 it means graphics should be very good.
Unturned its free andhas 500% better graphics! and this is a dollar of price)
-Lag (I have an internet of 20 MB and normally im o 40 ping abvove but here im on 130 of ping! what the hell is that kind of
trash servers?
-Arenas ( arenas are so smal, it barely fits 4 people and they are making a masacre! the maps should be 3 times bigger so it
would be acceptable)

If i kept writing i would have a 1,000 line review so im leaving it here.. So boring and a waste of time and money!!
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